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The American Public Human Services Association (APHSA) is excited to share a newly released set of resources related to advancing race equity in Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). Created in support of the Administration for Children and Families (ACF) Office of Family Assistance (OFA) by APHSA and BLH Technologies, Inc. (BLH). New resources focus on mobilizing data and developing staff training and development to advance race equity in TANF programs.

Mobilizing Data to Advance Race Equity in TANF Video

Tips for Mobilizing to Advance Race Equity in TANF Infographic

Advancing Race Equity via Staff Development & Training Video

Advancing Race Equity via Staff Development & Training Toolkit

Emerging out of two learning cohorts, conducted by APHSA and BLH in support of OFA’s exploration of the role of race equity in the TANF program, the newly developed tools share the extensive feedback, resources, and insight gained from this initiative.